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AC Chat: 
  Andrea Glandon:Welcome to the Sub Team for Sunrise Data Review call held on Wednesday, 10 April 
2019 at 18:00 UTC. 
  Andrea Glandon:Wiki Agenda Page: https://community.icann.org/x/qhtIBg 
  Julie Hedlund:@All: As a reminder this meeting starts at 5 minutes after the top of the hour to allow for 
a transition from the previous call. 
  Maxim Alzoba:Hello All, waiting for dial out (usually my Adobe mic is borked) 
  Maxim Alzoba:this seems to be something for which slack is used  
  Greg Shatan:Are we there yet?  I need to go to the bathroom.  Griffin kicked my seat! 
  Maxim Alzoba:Registries are prohibited from loking into TMCH - it has list of TM owners , who 
subscribed, so there is no way to distinguish ones relevant to RPMs 
  Maxim Alzoba:*looking 
  Andrea Glandon:Please remember to mute when not speaking 
  michael.karanicolas:Also, if anyone is driving while on this call, please keep your eyes on the road. 
  Maxim Alzoba:+1 
  Philip Corwin:I would hope that the verbally referenced"jackass' was a driver, and not a WG member. 
Please respect the Expected Standards of Behavior. Thank you. 
  Kathy Kleiman:@Phil - it didn't sound like one of us :-) 
  Ariel Liang:Please note that staff will encapsulate the comments/discussions and reflect that in the 
summary table (to be updated after each call). The notes that we usually send after each call are high 
level, and staff will also reference the transcript when we update the summary table  

https://community.icann.org/x/qhtIBg


  Kathy Kleiman:Parenting videos say children learn more colorful phrases during driving than any other 
ttime :-) 
  Kathy Kleiman:@Maxim: that's a good point, TMCH would need to verify the registration. 
  Ariel Liang:page 15 - 17 for Q3  
  Greg Shatan:I would call that color “dusty strawberry.” 
  Maxim Alzoba:1. As I understand the 'not fair' point happens where Sunrise has differentiated pricing 
(and not just - any word = same price), but this can be used only as a good practice suggestion (outside 
of picket fence) 
  Brian Beckham:All, I am embarrased to say it was indeed me driving you heard, and had a near accident 
- I profusely apologize, and to be clear I was not commenting on David (who I actually think does a 
fantastic job!). 
  David McAuley:Thank you Brian 
  Maxim Alzoba:2. TMCH subscribers need to be verified by TLDs, in case of this hypothetical procedure 
(currently Registries are prohibited from looking into TMCH) 
  Kathy Kleiman:Glad you OK, Brian. 
  Maxim Alzoba:3. the hypothetical process (if we go there) should have safeguards from not very good 
actors (like parties lost URDP too often), and parties registering TMs on basis of how word is good in the 
dictionary , (I am not talking about good TM owners, who protect their business and ventures) 
  Ariel Liang:Just another note that transcript is usually available 48 hours after the call. For accuracy & 
comprehensiveness, staff will need to reference the transcript before we circulate the updated draft 
answer/preliminary recommendation in response to the charter question discussed. We will circulate 
the updated language as soon as possible after the transcript is posted.  
  Greg Shatan:(Speaking In my personal capacity, and not my co-chair “hat”.  Sorry not to have started 
with that.) 
  Kathy Kleiman:@David, we are looking at new text, in pink/red, before us.  It's hard to read on the fly. 
When might we have a chance to talk about this langauge together? 
  Maxim Alzoba:pricing is not a policy  
  Maxim Alzoba:it is financial matters 
  Maxim Alzoba:and the language of RA protects pricing items = picket fence 
  Kristine Dorrain:+1 Maxim 
  Maxim Alzoba:and even if we deliver something on this - it is not enforceable via compliance, and 
Ombudsman too 
  Kathy Kleiman:Tx David! 
  David McAuley:Thank you, Kathy fair point 
  Ariel Liang:Staff are happy set up individual mailing list threads for each charter question. We can post 
the draft / tentative preliminary recommendation for a given charter question that has been discussed, 
and the Sub Team will have the opportunity to provide input via the mailing list  
  Maxim Alzoba:I meant even if GNSO policy of sunrise pricing is approved by Board, will not work too 
  Maxim Alzoba:I must remind us that PIC were not voluntary, but imposed 
  Maxim Alzoba:there is a good presentation from Becky Burr 
  Maxim Alzoba:let me find the URL 
  Kathy Kleiman:David, will we looking at the larger questions  and subquestions of Q4? 
  Kathy Kleiman:I feel like we've jumped into an answer... but the questions walk just through a slightly 
different approach. 
  David McAuley:Kathy - I may ask you to take f;loor on this - ok? 
  Kathy Kleiman:sure 
  Kristine Dorrain:https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__gnso.icann.org_sites_default_files_file_field-2Dfile-2Dattach_picket-2Dfence-2Dconcept-

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__gnso.icann.org_sites_default_files_file_field-2Dfile-2Dattach_picket-2Dfence-2Dconcept-2Doverview-2D29jan18-2Den.pdf&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=k7uKdjSb7_ZjItyVqrCYHo_rKms9SFxlmbYEJqG-y9I&m=n5rRxpd1jFM8B49AJvaTLUsOWZJgOHfmCxhbowB72bs&s=HNUES5c3pnlv3Yzwjwa50r2P512bGkeC7a6nNbfmzjw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__gnso.icann.org_sites_default_files_file_field-2Dfile-2Dattach_picket-2Dfence-2Dconcept-2Doverview-2D29jan18-2Den.pdf&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=k7uKdjSb7_ZjItyVqrCYHo_rKms9SFxlmbYEJqG-y9I&m=n5rRxpd1jFM8B49AJvaTLUsOWZJgOHfmCxhbowB72bs&s=HNUES5c3pnlv3Yzwjwa50r2P512bGkeC7a6nNbfmzjw&e=


2Doverview-2D29jan18-
2Den.pdf&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=k7uKdjSb7_ZjItyVqrCYHo
_rKms9SFxlmbYEJqG-
y9I&m=n5rRxpd1jFM8B49AJvaTLUsOWZJgOHfmCxhbowB72bs&s=HNUES5c3pnlv3Yzwjwa50r2P512bGk
eC7a6nNbfmzjw&e= 
  Brian Beckham:What about a general policy recommendation that pricing policies should not 
circumvent other policies (e.g., RPMs)? 
  Maxim Alzoba:yes 
  Brian Beckham:Beyond that, we will struggle with the details. 
  Maxim Alzoba:@Brian, they are not, due to being valid now , and chaning RPMs the way, which is not 
enforceable ... not feasible  
  Kathy Kleiman:Registry Agreement Spec 1 is one type of approach; PICs are another approach. 
  Kathy Kleiman:A lot of people don't like Voluntary Commitments and not sure what SubPro WG is going 
to do with them going forward. 
  Susan Payne:@Kathy - I'm not talking about something voluntary.  This would be mandatory 
  Kathy Kleiman:@Susan, a new mandatory PIC? 
  Susan Payne:sure 
  Kathy Kleiman:tx 
  Susan Payne:@Jason, but this is about disparity. If Ry X paid ahuge sum of money and prices all 
domains high then that'snot an issue. It's the unequal treatment of the brand owner at the sunrise 
  Greg Shatan:“High pricing” is not the issue.  It’s abusive and discriminatory pricing, relative to the 
pricing in the TLD. 
  David McAuley:end of queue here 
  Maxim Alzoba:I am for 90 minutes calls :)  
  Greg Shatan:You anticipated AOB, Maxim! 
  Susan Payne:reluctant agreement :) 
  David McAuley:+1 @ Maximn 
  David McAuley:Maxim 
  Maxim Alzoba:important is to avoid other GNSO calls in those additional 30 min  
  David McAuley:in my personal capacity 
  Maxim Alzoba:it is good 
  Greg Shatan:Thanks, David and all! 
  Maxim Alzoba:bye all 
  Ariel Liang:Thanks everyone 
  Philip Corwin:Good call 
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